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Abstract
Twitter allows API calls to retrieve one percent of all tweets at any time using a search word list.
Since some languages, including Dutch, make up less than one percent of all tweets on average,
a large part can be retrieved using the right keywords. This paper systematically assesses keyword lists for finding language-specific tweets. It contributes comparisons to previously suggested
collection methods for the Dutch language and establishes the limitations of each. Generating
keywords from Dutch tweets and picking 400 based on their precision-weighted recall achieves the
overall best coverage at 91.3%. The list of Dutch keywords is made openly available alongside the
code that can be used to generate lists for the collection of other languages or for other tasks that
benefit from early filtering such as event or hate speech detection.

1. Introduction
Twitter data has been used for a wide range of research purposes. Tweets represent a huge textual
resource that can be used for learning general language properties like word and n-gram frequencies
(Bouma 2015, Gimenes and New 2016) and distributional information (Pennington et al. 2014).
Twitter use is widespread, making its data suitable for work in dialectology (Eisenstein et al. 2010,
Gonçalves and Sánchez 2014, Huang et al. 2016, Ljubešić et al. 2018) and language change (Eisenstein
et al. 2014, Kulkarni et al. 2015). Organized challenges on popular NLP tasks such as opinion
mining and author profiling benefit from the comparatively open nature of Twitter for creating
shareable annotated datasets (for recent examples see Rosenthal et al. 2017 and Rangel et al. 2018
respectively).
Still, the rules on distributing tweets have recently become stricter (Twitter 2019a). It is only
allowed to share tweet ids or abstract representations of their contents. Initiatives to share large
general-purpose Twitter collections, such as the Edinburgh Twitter Corpus (2010) have been shut
down. In recent years, the reality of using Twitter data in NLP is that most academic institutes
maintain their own purposed collections.
Since not only Twitter collections, but also collection methods differ greatly, reproducibility
is undermined. For example, data collected with the Search API is incomplete and inconsistent.
Twitter states that: “(...) the Search API is not meant to be an exhaustive source of Tweets. Not
all Tweets will be indexed or made available via the search interface” (Twitter 2019c). Additionally,
different results may be displayed at different times. Especially when scholarly work is qualitative
in nature and bases itself on smaller topic-based sets of tweets, undertaking the work at a different
time or place can yield different results and conclusions.
Ideally, researchers would have access to an unchanging general-purpose collection that they can
query retrospectively with their own methods. Even when such a collection is incomplete, knowing
its sample size is preferred over querying black box APIs.
In this paper we provide a method for collecting language-specific Twitter datasets in real-time.
We aim to address two problems set forth in this introduction. We address the dispersion of Twitter
collections by publicly providing optimized and frequently updated lists of keywords for tapping
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language-specific Twitter data from the Streaming API. Anyone can use these lists to start their
own language-specific tweet collection. Second, we address the problem that it is often unclear which
limitations Twitter collections have. In the process of developing optimal lists that can be used to
collect Dutch tweets, we provide the statistics that can be cited as limitations of the collection.

2. Previous work
Our method relies on the use of the Twitter Streaming API which filters and samples tweets in
real-time. Bergsma et al. (2012) filter tweets by their geo-tags to create Twitter corpora for lowresource languages, and this yielded relatively pure collections for Arabic (99.9%) and Farsi (99.7%)
but lower purity for Urdu (61.0%). Laitinen et al. (2018) use this type of filtering to create datasets
for Nordic languages but they do not evaluate the purity of the data by hand. Since a very low
percentage (between 0.7% and 2.9% depending on the country) of Twitter users enable location
sharing, filtering by geo-tag yields very low coverage (Barbaresi 2016).
We alternatively aim to obtain the full collection of tweets for a language by optimizing the
keyword filtering in the API. Our work is closest to Basile and Nissim (2013) (for Italian), Tjong
Kim Sang and Van den Bosch (2013) (for Dutch) and Scheffler (2014) (for German). All of these
papers use a list of target language keywords to filter the incoming stream of tweets. What differs
across the papers, and this is where our contribution mainly lies, is the method to obtain these
lists. Scheffler (2014) handpicked words from a list of most frequent German words. As they did
not exhaustively filter cross-language homographs, the resulting collection of tweets contains a lot of
other-language tweets. The approach in Tjong Kim Sang and Van den Bosch (2013) is similar but
the list of frequent words is generated from Twitter data itself, resulting in Twitter-specific terms
(such as hashtags) also being included in the final 229 keywords. The most principled approach to
creating a list of keywords while limiting cross-language confusion is discussed in Basile and Nissim
(2013). They created a list of frequent words from a large Italian corpus and exploited Google
n-grams to rule out cross-language homographs. Using only the top 20 words for filtering resulted
in a very precise collection (99.7% Italian) but no experiment was done to test the coverage.
Compared to the previous work we more closely inspect the Twitter API constraints to optimize
keyword filtering. Specifically we consider phrases rather than single words, to make more precise
selections in the stream. We generate these from a Twitter training set so that platform-specific
phenomena (such as hashtags and mentions) are properly parsed and considered. We also compare
various language-independent selection algorithms of these keywords and report the most important
metrics for this problem, namely precision, recall and whether the method gets down-sampled by
the API.

3. Twitter Streaming API constraints
We operate within the constraints of Twitter’s Standard Streaming API, as opposed to the paid
Enterprise edition. Our reasoning is twofold. First, we expect that most researchers do not have
access to the paid editions, and would have to operate within the same constraints. Second, the
keyword lists that we will generate as part of our method can also be used with the Enterprise
API. Moreover, we show that using the lists is the best method to filter non-target language tweets,
outperforming user based search and frequency-based keyword lists.
The most important constraint of the Standard API is that the search results at any second
cannot amount to more than one percent of all tweets in that second (Twitter 2019b). If the rate
limit is surpassed, the results are sampled down. This constraint puts a hard limit on the maximum
recall of our keyword lists for certain languages. The upper bound will ultimately be negatively
influenced by the general prevalence of a language on Twitter, and positively influenced by the
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competition of other languages at any time. Specific examples of the dynamics of language and time
zones will be given in the following section.
Keywords

Will match

Will not match
newtwitter

(twitter,)

twitter,
TWITTER,
“twitter”,
#twitter,
@twitter,
http://twitter.com

(#twitter,),
(@twitter,)

#twitter,
@twitter

twitter

(twitter, api)

Twitter API,
API Twitter

Twitter,
API

Table 1: Demonstration of Twitter key words matching.
Besides rate limits, the parameters of the Streaming API are quite liberal. A user can filter
the stream with 400 search terms. Terms need not contain single words, but can be any phrase of
keywords up to 60 bytes. In the allowed UTF-8 encoding this would translate to 15 to 60 character
search phrases depending on the character set of a language. These phrases are then parsed as
conjunctive search tokens. The keywords “I am” would therefore match any tweet which contains
“i” and “am” ignoring order and case in the tweet. Most punctuation in the tweet is also treated as
separator, with exceptions made for hashtags (#) to signify topics and at (@) signs to refer to other
users. The coverage of the full list then matches all tweets which contain one or more of the 400 key
phrases. Some but not all of the subtle rules of Twitter’s matching is available in the documentation
(Twitter 2019b) but Figure 1 has been included for further clarity.

4. Data and processing
We use Twitter data from six months of tapping the Twitter Sprinkler, from October 2017 to March
2018. The Sprinkler randomly samples one percent of all tweets, which in the defined period resulted
in 571,890,980 tweets. Although this may seem excessive, we will lose parts of this data in subsequent
filtering steps. Moreover, the keyword lists are generated on Dutch tweets, which makes up only a
small part of all Twitter data.
4.1 Labels and filters
Twitter assigns its own machine-detected IETF BCP 47 language tags. In addition to these offthe-shelf tags we consider the tags from the state-of-the-art fastText language identification model
(Joulin et al. 2017). This model outputs 173 possible ISO language tags and a confidence score.
Table 2 lists the agreement after conversion of the language codes between the two algorithms at
different percentiles of fastText confidence scores. In the lower percentiles of confidence, agreement
declines a lot. This is to be expected because FastText does more fine-grained language classification,
whereas Twitter uses an ‘undefined’ label for languages its model cannot classify.
We filter the data by removing retweets and duplicate tweets from the data as shown in Figure 1.
A labelling confidence filter is created on the basis of the fastText confidence at the 40th percentile,
so that agreement between the two methods is at least 95.95 percent and the kappa score is at
least 94.15. The latter filter hence removes 40% percent of the data. We argue that the use of
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Percentile

Confidence

Agreement /w Twitter

Cohen’s Kappa

0 - 10
10 - 20
20 - 30
30 - 40
40 - 50
50 - 60
60 - 70
70 - 80
80 - 90
90 - 100

>3.73%
>32.41%
>47.80%
>62.93%
>76.11%
>85.69%
>92.09%
>96.24%
>98.77%
>99.84%

30.24%
54.13%
74.78%
89.88%
95.95%
97.86%
98.79%
99.13%
99.46%
99.69%

19.53
40.93
64.17
85.01
94.15
97.11
98.48
98.97
99.30
99.53

Table 2: Agreement statistics between Twitter’s method and the fastText language identification
model.

Tweets
from
Sprinkler

After
retweet
removal

After
duplicate
removal

Language
confidence
>76.11%

571,890,980

286,129,577

285,228,722

172,937,096

Figure 1: Retweets and duplicate tweets are removed from the data. In the last step, only tweets with
high confidence of being labelled correctly by both the Twitter and fastText language classification
are retained.

gold labels is not necessary here as long as we minimize the number of other-language tweets in a
language-specific set.
4.2 Language prevalence
The timestamps of the tweets are used to see how languages relate to the constraints set out in Section
3. We calculate the average and maximum relative frequencies of present languages to give an idea
of which languages can be collected completely, and if not, which part can likely be retrieved (Table
3). Only 14 languages surpass the 1 percent rate limit in Twitter in our data: Japanese, English,
Arabic, Portuguese, Spanish, Korean, Thai, Turkish, French, Russian, Chinese, Italian, German and
Indonesian. We highlight the relative frequency for the Dutch language during 24 hours in Figure 2.
The average relative frequency of Dutch is around 0.28 percent, and the maximum relative frequency
never surpasses 0.8 percent, which means that all Dutch tweets can theoretically be collected within
the Twitter API constraints. Table 3 further shows the five languages with the highest average
relative frequency, as well as the first five languages that can be collected completely.
4.3 Training procedure
To reiterate, our aim is to generate a list of Dutch keywords that retrieves as many Dutch tweets
from the Twitter streaming API as possible, keeping in mind the 1% rate limit the API imposes.
The data is split into training data (80%), used for generating and selecting optimal keywords,
development data (10%), used to evaluate suggested keyword selection methods, and test data (10%)
to measure performance.
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We use only the first month (October 2017) for training, since generating keywords is computationally expensive and providing updated lists generated over the previous month is our main
focus.
National events or trending hashtags might influence the list of most distinctive Dutch phrases
when generating them on data from a single month. We test the keyword list generated over data
from October 2017 in a cross-month setting. The results realized in the same-month setting should
diminish after some time if temporal artifacts play a role.
Language

Avg. ↓

Max.

Japanese
English
Arabic
Spanish
Portuguese

37.08%
23.85%
10.37%
6.87%
6.85%

66.01%
38.41%
19.88%
19.01%
19.27%

0.8%
0.7%
0.6%

55 with lower averages.
0.5%
Language

Avg.

Max. ↓
0.4%

14 with higher maximum averages.
Persian
Polish
Dutch
Hindi
Catalan

0.25%
0.28%
0.28%
0.23%
0.07%

0.3%

0.93%
0.88%
0.77%
0.75%
0.63%

41 with lower maximum averages.
Table 3: Example languages sorted
by average relative frequency and
maximum relative frequency.

0.2%
0.1%
00:00

06:00

12:00

18:00

0.0%

Figure 2: Average relative frequencies of Dutch tweets during 24 hours (GMT+2) over six months of data, grouped per
hour.

5. Generating optimal keywords
Tweets are processed in accordance with Section 3: text is lowercased and all punctuation besides
# and @ is treated as separators. Any combination of tokens in a tweet can be used as a query to
collect that tweet. We thus generate token powersets; exhaustive combinations of tokens present in
a tweet. Tweets are then indexed by their powersets.
What follows is a maximum coverage problem. Given a collection of keywords and the sets of
tweets they identify, our objective is to cover the maximum number of Dutch tweets. Formally, we
have a collection P of powersets, generated from a target language l, P l = {P1l , P2l , ..., Pnl } and a
parallel collection S of sets of tweets identified by those powersets, S = {S1 , S2 , ..., Sn }. We can
select up to 400 sets from S to maximally cover a target language set of tweets T l .
5.1 Greedy optimization
The list of candidate powersets is huge, so time and computational resources become a consideration
in the optimization algorithm. We consider only the greedy algorithm, which is shown to be the
best approximation algorithm in polynomial time (Feige 1998). The greedy algorithm picks the set
with best coverage and removes the covered instances in its next iteration.
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For a document retrieval problem, this approach would only optimize recall. The greedy algorithm selects powersets that cover many instances of the target language, regardless of whether
they cover instances of other-language tweets. We thus experiment with a range of varieties of the
algorithm that are listed below and further formalized in Figure 3.

5.2 Precision over recall
Instead of selecting the keywords with the highest coverage at each step, we select the keywords
with the highest precision. In cases of a tie (usually at 100% precise input), the algorithm will
consider recall.

Input : S; T ;
Output: Optimal keyword set R
Function Main(S, T , k ← 400):
R←∅
for i ← 0 to k do
Remove tweets in R from every s in
S.
Add Optimal(S, T) to R.
end
return R

5.3 Optimization with threshold
In both variations of the greedy optimization,
whether optimizing recall or precision, a threshold is imposed on the other score. The algorithm still picks keywords that maximally cover
the target set, but only under the condition that
the result consists of at least 90% of the target
language tweets. In the case where precision is
valued most, the yielded tweets should at least
1
) of all target language
amount to .25% (or 400
tweets.

Function Optimal(S, T ):
Select Si with best recall.
OR
Select Si with best precision.
OR
Select Si with best recall given a
precision threshold
OR
Select Si with best precision given a
recall threshold
OR
Select Si with best recall · precision.
return Si

5.4 Precision-weighted optimization

The last variation weighs the coverage of keywords by their precision score. Instead of setting hard bounds on either precision or recall,
an optimal score is seen as a balance of precision and recall. This approach should add more
flexibility as hard thresholds may not be met after picking high-performance keywords from the
Figure 3: Greedy algorithm: iteratively select a
candidates.
phrase s[i] from set S that best fits one of five
objectives with regards to target set T and remove
all
found tweets by s[i] from the remaining items
6. Results
in S.
The five objectives for the greedy algorithm select keywords with clear differences. In this section we compare their performance to each other
and to existing baselines for selecting keywords.
6.1 Optimization objectives
Table 4 shows the results of keywords generated on data from October 2017. If the number of
returned tweets exceeds the 1% threshold that Twitter imposes, the result set is down-sampled to
1%. The down-sampling would affect the recall of the method being tested in a real-world setting;
we report the corrected recall as Bound Recall.
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Optimizing recall or precision without thresholds yields the lowest results. The former yields
only unigrams with wide coverage over tweets that are not necessarily Dutch, such as: co (common
in parsed URLS), in (yields 93% English tweets), je (yields 85% French tweets). The latter instead
values longer powersets that retrieve only Dutch tweets, such as: het in de / it in the (covers 2.5%
of Dutch tweets) or less frequent unigrams like: zonder / without (covers less than 1% of Dutch
tweets). The other three objectives are more reasonable and all have their own advantages.
Valuing recall but imposing a 90% threshold on precision gives the best performance overall,
without overstepping the upper bound on recall.
Valuing precision but imposing a minimum on retrieved tweets does not actually perform much
worse in terms of precision than purely choosing the most precise keywords. This list is useful for
obtaining Dutch tweets without needing to post-filter on language.
Objective
Optimize recall
Optimize precision
Precision threshold
Recall threshold
Precision-weighted recall

Precision

Recall

Bound Recall

F1

0.007
0.999
0.991
0.998
0.930

0.976
0.383
0.885
0.750
0.915

0.024
0.383
0.885
0.750
0.915

0.011
0.554
0.945
0.857
0.922

Table 4: Performance of keyword lists on unseen data generated under different optimization objectives. Twitter down-samples the stream of tweets when it exceeds the 1% rate limit. We report the
down-sampled recall as Bound Recall.
The list that was optimized for precision-weighted recall is found to be the most suitable in the
development setting. It achieves highest bound recall, and acceptable precision at 93%. We value
recall slightly over precision since we might apply post-filtering using more sophisticated models
in any case. Additionally, weighting recall by precision is a more general method that needs no
tuning of threshold parameters to work. All further results use keyword lists generated by the
precision-weighted recall method.
6.2 Alternative methods
We compare the generated keyword lists with baseline methods, a user-based method and a list
proposed in previous work. We set up a random baseline to show what can be expected when
indiscriminately tapping from the Twitter sprinkler. The second baseline is a list of the 400 most
common words in Subtlex-NL (Keuleers et al. 2010).
Besides keyword-based search, Twitter allows user-based search, which taps tweets from the
streaming API posted by a provided list of 5,000 user IDs (Twitter 2019b). For the user-based
method we take the 5,000 users that tweeted out most Dutch tweets in our training data. We
further compare to the list of 229 Dutch keywords that Tjong Kim Sang and Van den Bosch (2013)
propose for the collection of Dutch Twitter data.
Table 5 shows that using frequent words has drawbacks similar to optimizing recall while generating keywords: using highly frequent (but not distinctively) Dutch words leads to imprecise
performance. The user-based method retrieves a surprisingly large part of all tweets, showing that
the 5,000 most active user accounts produce close to a third of all Dutch Twitter data.
The list of keywords composed by Tjong Kim Sang and Van den Bosch (2013) is based on frequent
words and hashtags on Dutch Twitter. Care has been taken to remove words that are shared across
languages. As such, the list does not confuse other-language tweets as much as the list from Subtlex.
The number of retrieved tweets stays well below the 1% threshold, allowing the lower precision to
be compensated by post-filtering of the Twitter collection.
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The keyword list optimized for precision-weighted recall outperforms all other methods both
in recall and precision. Using this list of keywords on the Twitter Streaming API would yield
roughly 91.5% of all Dutch language tweets. Without post-filtering the collection would consist of
approximately 92.2% of Dutch tweets.
Method

Precision

Recall

Bound Recall

F1

0.003
0.012
0.917
0.576
0.922

0.010
0.978
0.330
0.901
0.913

0.010
0.041
0.330
0.901
0.913

0.005
0.019
0.485
0.703
0.917

Random
Subtlex-NL
User-based
Tjong Kim Sang and Van den Bosch (2013)
Precision-weighted recall

Table 5: Comparison of baseline methods and state-of-the-art with suggested precision-weighted
method.
6.3 Cross-month testing
We further experiment with the consistency of our optimized keyword list across time. National
and local events taking place in a certain time frame, hashtag popularity and other temporal trends
could change the keywords generated on data from a certain month. So far, we applied the keywords
generated in October 2017 on test data from the same month. We test whether performance declines
when applying the same list to months further down the line.
Figure 4 shows no clear decline when applying the keyword list in a cross-month setup. The
best performance is achieved on test data from February 2018. The temporal aspect of keywords
seems to mostly be ruled out by the importance of recall in the greedy optimization algorithm.
Hashtags that appear among the selected keywords are more general such as: #nieuws / #news
and #nieuwstwitter / #newstwitter.
94
F-score

92
90
88
86
Oct 2017 Nov 2017 Dec 2017 Jan 2018 Feb 2018 Mar 2018
Month
Figure 4: Cross-month performance of the keyword list generated for October 2017. The generated
list does not contain temporal artifacts of the months that clearly affect performance when testing
on other months.

7. Discussion
Some of the choices made in this research may warrant some closer inspection in future work.
In section 4.1 we explain our decision to work with fastText language labels since it is the current
state-of-the-art language identification model. Previous work had focused on obtaining Twitter data
specifically to stimulate NLP research on low-resource languages. Although the fastText model obtains high results overall (including high agreement with the Twitter language identification model),
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specifically with low-resource languages in mind, it is a good idea to compare the labels we used
with human expert annotations.
Since our data set consisted of six months of Twitter data, the finding that keyword list quality
does not deteriorate with time can only be assessed for data at most six months apart. Further
research can be done to see how temporal trends may influence keyword lists generated from data a
few years apart.

8. Conclusion
The Twitter Streaming API can be used effectively for the near-complete collection of most languages
in real-time. For the 14 languages that surpass the 1% rate limit the API imposes, the upper bound
coverage depends on the busiest times of the day for each language.
We have investigated how to generate optimal keyword lists for querying the Twitter stream for
Dutch tweets. By generating powersets of tokens over Dutch tweets, and iteratively picking 400
phrases based on their precision-weighted recall at each step, the highest coverage can be reached.
This approach compares favorably to methods that were suggested on troubleshooting websites
and previous work, such as word lists based on frequent words (Scheffler 2014) or user-based collection. It also outperforms a list of distinctive Dutch words suggested in earlier work (Tjong Kim Sang
and Van den Bosch 2013).
There are no clear differences in performance when testing the generated list of Dutch keywords
in an in-month or in a cross-month setting. Although we hypothesized that event-specific keywords
like hashtags could hurt the performance of optimal keywords over time, we found no evidence to
support the claim. The hashtags that were present in the list generated over October 2017 are not
event-related but rather general hashtags used frequently in Dutch tweets.
8.1 Provided optimal keyword lists
Strict rules are imposed on the distribution of Twitter data (Twitter 2019a). The reality of using
Twitter data in NLP is that most academic institutes maintain their own collections. This may
affect reproducibility when testing systems on data that has been collected in slightly different ways.
We share the optimal keyword list for collecting Dutch tweets.1 Since Dutch tweets do not
surpass the rate limit imposed by Twitter, any implementation of the keyword list for tapping the
streaming API should yield the same collection of Dutch tweets.
Besides the benefit of comparability between datasets, the generated list was shown to yield a
more complete set (91.3%) of Dutch tweets than previous methods. Without applying any postfiltering, the collection also predominantly consisted of Dutch tweets (92.2%).
8.2 Code for generating keywords
Beyond providing static lists, our approach can be adapted to fit any Twitter data collection goals.
Primarily, using the same language detection approach, it can be fitted to any language, keeping in
mind the API constraints on the larger languages.
But the same approach could theoretically be applied for other targets as well, as long as proper
labels for the tweets are assigned. Any system that benefits from real-time detection, such as event or
hate-speech detection systems, can tap the Twitter Stream using keywords indicative of the positive
class.
We provide the basic code for generating keywords over self-supplied training data and running
the greedy optimization algorithm to pick out optimal keywords in our Github repository.2
1. https://www.clips.uantwerpen.be/twitter/phrases/dutch-pwr
2. https://github.com/tjkreutz/twitterphrases
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